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The purpose of this study was to develop a self-navigation strategy to improve scan

efficiency and image quality of water/fat-separated, diffusion-weighted multishot

echo-planar imaging (ms-EPI). This is accomplished by acquiring chemical shift-

encoded diffusion-weighted data and using an appropriate water-fat and diffusion-

encoded signal model to enable reconstruction directly from k-space data. Multishot

EPI provides reduced geometric distortion and improved signal-to-noise ratio in

diffusion-weighted imaging compared with single-shot approaches. Multishot acqui-

sitions require corrections for physiological motion-induced shot-to-shot phase

errors using either extra navigators or self-navigation principles. In addition, proper

fat suppression is important, especially in regions with large B0 inhomogeneity. This

makes the use of chemical shift encoding attractive. However, when combined with

ms-EPI, shot-to-shot phase navigation can be challenging because of the spatial dis-

placement of fat signals along the phase-encoding direction. In this work, a new

model-based, self-navigated water/fat separation reconstruction algorithm is pro-

posed. Experiments in legs and in the head–neck region of 10 subjects were per-

formed to validate the algorithm. The results are compared with an image-based,

two-dimensional (2D) navigated water/fat separation approach for ms-EPI and with a

conventional fat saturation approach. Compared with the 2D navigated method, the

use of self-navigation reduced the shot duration time by 30%–35%. The proposed

algorithm provided improved diffusion-weighted water images in both leg and

head–neck regions compared with the 2D navigator-based approach. The proposed

algorithm also produced better fat suppression compared with the conventional fat

saturation technique in the B0 inhomogeneous regions. In conclusion, the proposed

self-navigated reconstruction algorithm can produce superior water-only diffusion-

weighted EPI images with less artefacts compared with the existing methods.

Abbreviations: 2D, two-dimensional; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; CG, conjugate gradient; CoV, coefficient of variation; CSM, coil-sensitivity map; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; EPI,

echo-planar imaging; ESPIRiT, Eigenvector-based iTerative Self-consistent Parallel Imaging Reconstruction; FFE, fast field echo (gradient echo); IDE, image-based, water/fat decomposition

approach for EPI; J-SENSE, joint image reconstruction and sensitivity estimation in SENSE; ms-EPI, multishot echo-planar imaging; MSND, Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition;

MUSE, multiplexed sensitivity-encoding; SENSE, sensitivity encoding for fast MRI; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; SPAIR, SPectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery; SPIR, Spectral Presaturation with

Inversion Recovery; ss-EPI, single-shot echo-planar imaging; TV, total-variation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Over the years, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) has been widely used to detect and characterize different pathologies by measuring the

movement and transport of water molecules.1–3 Traditionally, single-shot echo-planar imaging (ss-EPI) has been used as the standard readout for

clinical diffusion scans because of its ability to freeze physiological motion effects. However, the in-plane resolution of ss-EPI is limited and the

low bandwidth along the phase-encoding direction causes significant geometric distortions in regions with large B0 inhomogeneities.4 To mitigate

these effects, several multishot EPI (ms-EPI)5 readout approaches have been proposed, achieving higher image resolution and better signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR).6,7

A prime challenge for DW ms-EPI is dealing with shot-to-shot phase variations (diffusion phases).8–10 These phase changes arise mainly from

physiological motion effects (e.g., cardiac pulsation and respiration) and its interplay with the strong diffusion sensitizing gradients that cause dif-

ferences for each shot.7–9 Application of standard reconstruction approaches to ms-EPI DWI may yield nondiagnostic images as a result of such

shot-to-shot phase inconsistencies.11 Recent studies have introduced several approaches to address shot-to-shot phase errors using (1) measured

extra navigators,7,12,13 (2) self-navigation, by directly estimating the phase variations among different shots from the imaging data,11,14–18 and/or

(3) navigator-free reconstructions, by applying low-rank constraints.19–21 Most of these ms-EPI–based DWI studies focused on brain images.

However, the use of diffusion MRI in other parts of the body is also well established, such as tumor characterization and treatment monitoring in

the head–neck region.2,22 Also, here shot-to-shot phase errors are a problem that requires special correction methods.

However, when employing DW EPI, fat becomes a serious confounding factor because of the potential failure of conventional fat suppression

techniques (e.g., Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery [SPIR]/SPectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery [SPAIR]23,24) in regions of inho-

mogeneous B0.
25–27 In particular, when using EPI, the large chemical shift will lead to a significant spatial displacement of the fat signal along the

phase-encoding direction. Consequently, the shifted fat signal, which exhibits only minor diffusion attenuation, may overlap with important water

structures and can compromise clinical diagnosis.28–32 In addition, standard spectrally selective fat saturation methods are shown to be unable to

suppress minor fat resonances of the multipeak fat spectrum33,34 that are close to the water resonance frequency.29,30,32 All these factors led to

growing interest in applying chemical shift encoding35,36 to DWI to achieve sufficient water/fat separation. For DW EPI, researchers proposed

either using only chemical shift encoding to handle aspects of the multipeak fat spectrum31,32 or combining chemical shift encoding with spec-

trally selective fat-suppression techniques.29,30

In our previous study, a two-step reconstruction framework (an image-based, water/fat decomposition approach for EPI [IDE]32) was

employed. Multiple ms-EPI images acquired at differently shifted echo times (TEs) were used to achieve chemical shift encoding.37 The informa-

tion from a two-dimensional (2D) navigator7 was used to reconstruct the chemical shift-encoded source images, followed by an image-based

water/fat separation with intrinsic B0 map estimation.32 In the method of Hu et al.,31 both B0 and fat off-resonance effects were corrected by

measuring an additional point spread function (PSF) dimension,38,39 allowing to also correct for geometric distortions. However, for both methods,

the shifted fat in the measured extra 2D navigator is ignored, which might compromise the shot-wise phase estimation. This may lead to artifacts

in the final water image, especially in areas where water and shifted fat overlap. Moreover, the fidelity of the phase estimates and thus the quality

of the reconstrued DW images may suffer from the poor SNR of the extra navigators acquired at TEs often larger than 100 ms. Furthermore, the

use of the additional extra navigator is accompanied by a significant drop in scan efficiency, thereby prolonging the scanning time by approxi-

mately 30%–50%.17

In this work, we propose a new reconstruction approach aimed at improving the quality of DW images by removing their fat signals and

enhancing the acquisition efficiency of chemical shift-encoded DW ms-EPI by alleviating the need for extra 2D navigator measurements. We

name this new approach “Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition” (MSND). The method enables the joint calculation of water and

fat components while estimating shot-specific phase maps directly from the DW raw data for each b-value. In vivo validation in the leg and

head–neck region show that the proposed MSND algorithm can improve the image quality compared with previous approaches. The

fat-suppression quality of the MSND method is also demonstrated in B0 inhomogeneous regions and is shown to outperform conventional fat

saturation (SPIR/SPAIR).

2 | THEORY

Chemical shift encoding and self-navigation in ms-EPI–based DWI are two distinct aspects, which are dealing with different phase contributions.

To estimate and combine them simultaneously in a reconstruction pipeline that ultimately solves for water and fat, the B0 off-resonance and the
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motion-induced shot-to-shot phase information need to be carefully resolved in the reconstruction. Furthermore, a potential mismatch between

sensitivity encoding (coil sensitivities) and Fourier encoding (EPI sampling and its off-resonance behavior) must be resolved to ensure data consis-

tency. To address the various elements of the corresponding reconstruction pipeline, the Theory section is organized as follows:

1. An extended model is introduced, considering the k-space data and all relevant parameters.

2. Water/fat separation based on (1) is introduced, aimed at eliminating the spatial displacement and mismatch between water and fat

components caused by chemical shift during EPI sampling.

3. Self-navigation is introduced to eliminate the phase variations between shots, using a Gauss-Newton loop estimating the shot-specific phase

maps.

4. Furthermore, to better steer the overall convergence of the joint algorithm that is addressing (2) and (3) above, a multiplexed sensitivity-

encoding (MUSE)15-like initialization step is proposed.

5. A geometric distortion-adapted coil sensitivity map calibration is performed, as a preparatory step, to mitigate the misalignment between coil

sensitivity maps (CSMs) and EPI data caused by spatial off-resonance effects.

These aspects will be detailed in the following, before combining them into a reconstruction pipeline in section 3.2.

2.1 | Extended signal model

In a chemical shift-encoded DW ms-EPI sequence, the acquisition is repeated N times (often N = 3) at different ΔTEn to encode water and fat

signals. The ΔTEn is defined by the spacing between the center of the EPI readout window and the center of the actual spin-echo and can be

attained by shifting the sampling window back and forth, as illustrated in Figure 1A. The complex ms-EPI signal sn,l,j tð Þ for a k-space sample kt at

time t, shot l, coil j, and chemical shift-encoding point n can be written as

sn,l,j tð Þ¼
ð

cj rð Þρw rð Þþ
XM
m¼1

αmcj rð Þρf rð Þe�i2πψ f,m ΔTEnþtð Þ
" #

e�i2πψB rð ÞΔTEn e�iϕn,l rð Þe�ikt �rdr, ð1Þ

F IGURE 1 Simplified sequence diagram and the reconstruction flowchart. (A) Chemical shift-encoded, diffusion-weighted (DW), multishot
echo-planar imaging (ms-EPI) sequence equipped with an extra 2D low-resolution, single-shot EPI navigator for comparison. Chemical shift
encoding is enabled by shifting the readout window back and forth (ΔTE). In this work, one objective is to eliminate the measured extra navigator

(red box). (B) Reconstruction pipeline assuming a DWI dataset with N chemical shift-encoding steps, L shot, J coils, and with multiple b-values
(b=0 s/mm2 and b>0 s/mm2). The reconstruction includes the following three steps: (1) performing water/fat separation on nondiffusion data
Sb¼0 to calculate separated water/fat images Pw,b¼0/Pf,b¼0. In this work, the IDE32 algorithm is used to separate water/fat, calculating also a B0

map that is used in the coil-sensitivity maps (CSMs) calibration and Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND) algorithm;
(2) calibrating the CSMs using b=0 s/mm2 data, then masking each calibrated CSM (Ccal

j ) with threshold water/fat masks-calculated images
Pw,b¼0/Pf,b¼0; and (3) reconstructing the DW data Sb>0 using the proposed MSND algorithms with reasonable initialization to estimate the
motion-induced shot-to-shot phase variations Φn,l and DW water/fat images Pw,b>0/Pf,b>0 for each b-value

DONG ET AL. 3 of 17
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where ρw and ρf are the complex-valued DW water/fat components for a given b-value, cj denotes the coil sensitivities, αm and ψ f,m (in Hz) are

the relative amplitude and chemical shift for each peak m of the M-peak fat model, and r indicates the spatial position. ψB and ϕn,l denote the B0

inhomogeneity- (in Hz) and motion-induced phase map. Note that in this model the B0-induced dephasing during the readout process is ignored

by assuming e�i2πψB rð Þt ≈ e�i2πψB rð ÞΔTEn .

2.2 | Water fat separation

To solve the linear system corresponding to Equation 1 for water and fat appropriately, the raw data sn,l,j were linked to the water/fat-separated

images ρw and ρf via linear operators. Because the chemical shift of fat is spatially invariant, the order of the fat phase modulation term

αme�i2πψ f,m ΔTEnþtð Þ and the integral in Equation 1 can be reversed, that is,

ð XM
m¼1

αm ρf rð Þe�i2πψ f,m ΔTEnþtð Þ
" #

e�ikt �rdr¼
XM
m¼1

αme
�i2πψ f ,m ΔTEnþtð Þ

ð
ρf rð Þe�ikt �rdr ð2Þ

dropping coil sensitivities, B0 inhomogeneity- and motion-induced phase maps for the purposes of illustration. This allows to simulate the fat off-

resonance effect via a weighted Fourier transform. Thus the total signal model for a certain b-value with N chemical shift-encoding steps, L shots,

and J coils can be expressed as:

S¼ bK bIbIh i bF
0

0bΨf
bF

" # bC
0

0bC
" # bΨB

0

0bΨB

" # bΦ
0

0

bΦ
" #

Ρw
Ρf

� �
¼ bAX, ð3Þ

where X¼ Ρw ,Ρf½ �T ¼ ρw
1,…, ρw

Q, ρf
1,…, ρf

Q
� �T

is the target water/fat image with total number of voxels Q. The linear operator bΦ describes the

motion-induced diffusion phase, bΨB the B0 off-resonance–induced phase, and bΨ f the fat off-resonance–induced phase. bC performs the coil sensi-

tivity weighting,40 bF is the Fourier transform, andbI the identity matrix. bK is the sampling operator constructed from the k-space trajectory of each

shot. bA is the total system matrix containing all the above-defined operators. More details about the construction of each operator can be found

in the supporting information (S.1).

Equation 3 can be solved as a least-squares problem by minimizing:

Ρw ,Ρff g� ¼ argmin
Ρw ,Ρf � CQ

bAX�S
��� ���2

2
: ð4Þ

2.3 | Self-navigation: Shot-to-shot phase estimation

Solving Equation 4 requires knowledge of the motion-induced phase maps for each shot. In general, it is assumed that for a given voxel at location

r, the water and fat components share the same motion-induced phase ϕn,l rð Þ in each shot l and for each chemical shift-encoding step n. Solving

jointly for the motion-induced phase term e�iϕn,l rð Þ and the underlying water/fat components is a nonlinear optimization problem. Similar to water/

fat-separation approaches,32,36 the iterative Gauss-Newton method can be used to solve such a nonlinear problem. The motion-induced phase

term can be approximated as e�i ϕn,l rð ÞþΔϕn,l rð Þð Þ ≈ e�iϕn,l rð Þ 1� iΔϕn,l rð Þ� �
using first-order Taylor expansion and can be updated in the next iteration of

the Gauss-Newton scheme. Substituting water/fat components by ρw rð Þ¼ ρw rð ÞþΔρw rð Þ, ρf rð Þ¼ ρf rð ÞþΔρf rð Þ and neglecting second and higher

order terms, Equation (1) can be written as:

sn,l,j tð Þ¼
ð

cj rð Þ ρw rð ÞþΔρw rð Þð Þþ
XM
m¼1

αmcj rð Þ ρf rð ÞþΔρf rð Þ
� �

e�i2πψ f ,m ΔTEnþtð Þ
" #

e�i2πψB rð ÞΔTEn e�iϕn,l rð Þ 1� iΔϕn,l rð Þ
� �

e�ikt �rdr : ð5Þ

The unknown vector ΔY¼ ΔΡw ,ΔΡf ,ΔΦ1,1,…,ΔΦN,1,…,ΔΦ1,L,…,ΔΦN,L½ �T can be formed and determined by minimizing

ΔΡw ,ΔΡf ,ΔΦ1,1,…,ΔΦN,1,…,ΔΦ1,L,…,ΔΦN,Lf g� ¼ argmin
ΔΦn,l � ℝQ

ΔΡw ,ΔΡf � CQ

bBΔY�ΔS
��� ���2

2
,

ð6Þ
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where ΔΡw ¼ Δρw1,…,ΔρwQ
� �T

, ΔΡf ¼ Δρf1,…,ΔρfQ
� �T

, ΔΦn,l ¼ Δϕn,l
1,…,Δϕn,l

Q
� �T

for n¼1,…,N; l¼1,…, L, and ΔS¼ S� bAX with the current

estimated X from the last iteration, with the coefficient matrix bB of the Gauss-Newton error system, which will be given below. To enforce

smoothness of the estimated phase maps, a 2D triangular window11 is applied in k-space for each iteration. By combining all shots into a large

system matrix, while estimating only one magnitude for water and fat, the resulting problem is better conditioned compared with separating the

water/fat of each shot individually. However, the phase is allowed to differ between shots reflecting the physiological motion effects. The total

signal model of Equation 3 can be rewritten in terms of ΔY as:

S¼ bAXþbBΔY: ð7Þ

The matrix bB can be calculated as

bBΔY¼ bA ΔΡw � iΡwΔΦ1,1ð Þ,…, ΔΡw� iΡwΔΦN,1ð Þ,…, ΔΡw � iΡwΔΦ1,Lð Þ,…, ΔΡw � iΡwΔΦN,Lð Þ½ ,

ΔΡfþ iΡfΔΦ1,1ð Þ,…, ΔΡf� iΡfΔΦN,1ð Þ,…, ΔΡf� iΡfΔΦ1,Lð Þ,…, ΔΡf� iΡfΔΦN,Lð Þ�,
ð8Þ

where Ρw=Ρf are the water/fat images calculated from the last Gauss-Newton iteration. bA is the matrix system calculated through Equation 3, in

which the diffusion phase operator bΦ, containing all the shot-to-shot phase terms Φn,l ¼ ϕn,l
1,…,ϕn,l

Q
� �T

for n¼1,…,N; l¼1,…, L and all voxels Q,

also estimated from the last Gauss-Newton iteration.

Joint water/fat separation with motion-induced phase map estimation can therefore be summarized as follows for each b-value and diffusion

direction:

1. Initialize phase maps Φn,l (see section 2.4).

2. Estimate water and fat images Ρw ,Ρf by solving Equation 4 with the current phase maps Φn,l.

3. Calculate the error system matrix bB (Jacobian matrix) using the current Ρw ,Ρf , and Φn,l estimates via Equation 8.

4. Calculate the updated error of the phase map, ΔΦn,l, and update the error with Φn,l ¼Φn,lþΔΦn,l for each chemical shift-encoding step n and

shot l using Equation 6.

5. Enforce the smoothness of each phase term eiΦn,l applying a triangular window in k-space.

6. Repeat the preceding steps 2–5 until the normalized residual norm of the Gauss-Newton loop drops below a threshold or a maximum number

of iterations is reached.

2.4 | Initialization for the shot-to-shot phase maps

One of the challenges for combining self-navigation and water/fat separation is how to avoid that the estimation is not trapped into a local mini-

mum. This is also one major difficulty for other water/fat separation algorithms, when dealing with the exponential phase terms of fat and B0 off-

resonances.41,42 In solving Equation 1, even when an accurate B0 map is provided, the needed estimation of each shot-specific, motion-induced

phase term may cause inaccurate water/fat estimations. To avoid inaccurate convergence of the algorithm, MUSE15 can be a good candidate for

initializing the phase maps. However, in EPI images without fat suppression, the spatial displacement of fat signals should also be addressed for

proper phase extraction. One solution is to use a sensitivity encoding for fast MRI (SENSE)-based water/fat separation43–45 instead of conven-

tional SENSE in the MUSE implementation. This MUSE-like water/fat-resolved algorithm will be referred to as “water-fat MUSE”. Water/fat com-

ponents can be disentangled by solving the SENSE-based water/fat separation43–45 using a similar system as in Equation 3), dropping B0 (bΨB) and

diffusion phase (bΦ) operators and calculating water/fat images for each chemical shift-encoding point n and each shot l. Solving for N chemical

shift-encoding points and L shots data simultaneously, the joint system can be constructed as:

S¼ bIbIh i bF
0

0

bΨf
bF

" # bCl

0

0

bCl

" # eΡweΡf
" #

¼ bAl
eX, ð9Þ

where the coil sensitivity operator bCl is slightly modified to disable the shot combination step (i.e., every shot data will be treated as an indepen-

dent undersampled case), eX¼ eΡw , eΡf

� �T ¼ eΡw,1,1,…, eΡw,N,1,…, eΡw,1,L,…, eΡw,N,L,eΡf,1,1,…, eΡf,N,1,…, eΡf,1,L…, eΡf,N,L

� �T
contains all individual water/fat estima-

tions eΡw=f,n,l for n¼1,…,N; l¼1,…, L, and bAl is the corresponding system matrix. Like MUSE, a total-variation (TV) regularization can be used to

enforce the smoothness of the water/fat images. Equation 9 can be solved and gives a decent initial guess for the phase and thus for water and

fat to start the full MSND iteration, as:

DONG ET AL. 5 of 17
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eΡw , eΡf

	 
� ¼ argmineΡw ,eΡf � CQ

bAl
eX�S

��� ���2
2
þ λTV eX� �

, ð10Þ

where λ is the regularization factor and TV is the total-variation operator32,46 on each eΡw,n,l and eΡf,n,l, separately. Next, to extract only the pure

motion-induced shot-to-shot phase errors, the same approach as proposed by Moeller et al.17 can be adopted. For a given b-value, for each chem-

ical shift-encoding point n and shot l, a merged phase map eΦn,l can be calculated by a simple weighted summation of eΡw,n,lþeΡf,n,l followed by the

phase extraction. This water-fat MUSE can also be applied to the b=0 s/mm2 data once to calculate phase maps eΦb0
n,l , which contain the same

base phase information apart from the diffusion phases in eΦbi
n,l (bi > 0 s/mm2). The pure diffusion phase can be calculated by the subtractioneΦinit, bi

n,l ¼ eΦbi
n,l� eΦb0

n,l , where eΦinit, bi
n,l is the phase map used for initialization of bi data. Then eΦinit, bi

n,l can be used as a good starting point for the phase-

estimation step described in the last subsection.

2.5 | Coil-sensitivity maps calibration and B0 effect correction

Like in all SENSE-based methods,11,14–17,47 it is crucial that the geometric distortions of the CSM data, often acquired via a prescan, and the EPI

data, match sufficiently well. For instance, this can be achieved by demodulating the EPI data in k-space using a B0 map,4,48 when it is known.

However, this can be impractical because of the computational burden imposed by the repeated Fourier transforms with B0 modulation.49,50

Instead, calibrating CSMs to match the EPI conditions in a distorted manner only once can be a more time-efficient approach.

When the B0 map is not known as a prior, one solution is to estimate the CSM and B0 map from the EPI data itself, preferably from the

non-DW (b = 0 s/mm2) data.11,15 This autocalibration can be achieved in a two-step manner. First, a B0 map estimation can be performed via

published methods,32,50,51 which take the spatial displacements of fat into account. Second, the calibration can be accomplished using

Eigenvector-based iTerative Self-consistent Parallel Imaging Reconstruction (ESPIRiT),52 estimating merged water-fat (position-corrected) CSMs.

Before applying ESPIRiT, it is necessary to perform a water/fat separation step for each coil data based on the known B0 map to eliminate the

spatial displacement of fat. As an alternative, established water-fat J-SENSE43,44 approaches can be used that correct automatically for the chemi-

cal shift effect of fat in the algorithm.

Alternatively, the B0 map and CSM can also be jointly estimated from the b = 0 s/mm2 data by using the Gauss-Newton method to form a

one-step only autocalibration. This can be achieved by reformulating Equation 5 with another error term cj rð Þ¼ cj rð ÞþΔcj rð Þ as described in

established methods,43,44,53 in which Δcj rð Þ is the error of CSM updated to the next Gauss-Newton iteration. Because of the absence of

diffusion-sensitizing gradients in the b=0 s/mm2 data, the phase terms e�i2πψB rð ÞΔTEn e�iϕn,l rð Þ for each shot l and chemical shift-encoding point n in

Equation 1) are only contributed from B0 inhomogeneity ψB rð Þ (i.e., ϕn,l rð Þ¼0). Similarly, as described in Equations (5) and 6, the water/fat compo-

nents ρw rð Þ and ρf rð Þ, B0 phase term ψB rð Þ, and CSM cj rð Þ for each coil j can be jointly estimated. As a common challenge for the B0 map estima-

tion, further constraints may be used to avoid being trapped by local minima, as described in the establishing works.32,41,42,54 Likewise,

smoothness of CSM can also be enforced with the published approaches.40,53,55,56 Notably, in this work, it is intended to differentiate the B0 map

from the motion-induced phase terms to further correct the geometric distortion of the DW images as a postprocessing step.30,32,48,49

3 | METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 | MRI acquisition

Experiments were conducted with 14 healthy subjects using a 3-T scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands) with informed consent obtained and

approved by the local ethics committee. The sequence parameters can be found in Table 1. All scans in the leg/head–neck region were acquired

with an eight-channel knee coil or 16-channel head–neck coil, respectively. Coil-sensitivity mapping was performed using standard Philips

gradient-echo prescan procedures, with a voxel size of 11 � 11 � 11 mm3, and TR/TE = 4.2/0.57 ms for all scans. Three-point chemical shift

(ΔTE = 0.2/1.0/1.8ms) encoded spin-echo DW ms-EPI data were acquired to sample the in-phase period (�2.3ms at 3 T) between water and

methylene fat (�3.4 ppm) almost symmetrically.32 For each measurement, four slices with a gap of 10mm and three b-values (b=0, 300, and

600 s/mm2) were measured. Only a single diffusion direction was applied to test the reconstruction algorithm. In all scans, for each shot an extra

2D navigator7 was acquired for comparison (see Figure 1A). For one head–neck experiment, one volunteer was additionally measured with fat

suppression by SPIR (no chemical shift encoding) and a Philips gradient-echo mDixon protocol for comparison. It should be acknowledged that

two datasets from the original study of the IDE algorithm in Dong et al.32 are included in this work for comparison purposes (one lower leg

dataset, 6-shot; and one shoulder dataset, 6-shot, included in the apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] analysis in the supporting

information (S.2)).
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3.2 | Reconstruction

The proposed MSND reconstruction method was implemented in Python 3.7 using a PC with an Intel Core i7 CPU (3.0 GHz, eight cores)

with 64 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. A schematic reconstruction flowchart is shown in Figure 1B. The two-step CSM

and B0 map estimated from the b = 0 s/mm2 data were used to reconstruct the diffusion b > 0 s/mm2 data. Unless stated otherwise, the

CSM was autocalibrated using the ESPIRiT-based approach (implementation in the “SigPy” toolbox57 was adopted). The B0 map as well as water

and fat masks were only calculated once using the IDE32 algorithm. The water/fat masks were multiplied with the coil sensitivity-weighting

operator bC for the water/fat channels to stabilize the following reconstruction steps. This is also a common constraint used for routine SENSE40

reconstruction and SENSE-based chemical species separation.43,44 The thresholds for water/fat masks were empirically set to 0.03 of the

maximum amplitude of the water/fat images signal, respectively. Before masking the CSM, binary erosion (one iteration) was performed on

each mask to remove noisy pixels outside the subject, with a subsequent binary expansion step (three iterations) to prevent any potential

edge effects.

For the self-navigation step, in each iteration of the Gauss-Newton loop, the two least-square systems in Equations 4 and 6 were solved with

conjugate gradient (CG). Convergence was assumed when the normalized residual norm (tolerance) dropped below 10�3 or the maximum number

of CG iterations exceeded 20. The initializations for the phase maps using water-fat MUSE were also calculated through CG, with a tolerance of

10�2 and maximal iterations of 10 of each least square system. The regularization factor λ of the total variation was set to 0.01. For the Gauss-

Newton loop, the tolerance value as a stopping criterion was set to 10�4. In most cases, the maximum number of iterations was less than or equal

to eight to reach the tolerance. All the above reconstruction parameters were tested in all datasets and were chosen empirically. The 2D triangular

window11 widths were set empirically to 5/7 and 1/2 of the matrix size for the 1.5/1.2mm in-plane resolution measurements, respectively, to

enforce smoothness. To speed up the computation, all the head–neck data acquired with the 16-channel coil were compressed into eight chan-

nels through a standard coil compression algorithm.58 All reconstructions were performed using a 6-peak fat model,32 in which the relative

weights are self-calibrated with respect to a TE of about 60ms.

First, an experiment was conducted comparing the reconstruction results (1) using an unmodified “prescan CSM”, (2) using a CSM acquired

with the prescan but distorted by a “B0-based calibration”, and (3) using ESPIRiT (two-step autocalibration). This is to better illustrate the impor-

tance of eliminating the mismatch caused by geometric distortions between the CSM obtained from a prescan and EPI images. The B0-based cali-

bration was achieved by using a B0 map to distort the CSM acquired with the conventional gradient echo-based prescan to spatially match the

geometric distortions in the EPI data. This can be accomplished by performing an “inverted” geometric distortion correction based on the already

TABLE 1 Sequence parameters

Sequence name Anatomy
Resolution
(mm3)

Matrix
size

Number
of shots

TE/TEnav*/TR
(ms)

Echo spacing
(ms)

Shot duration (ms)

with/without
2D-navigator

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

leg 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 160 � 150 6 62/98/2000 0.786 73/102

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

leg 1.2 x 1.2 x 4 168 � 162 6 64/117/2000 1.258 83/122

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

leg 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 152 � 148 4 69/113/2000 0.746 85/117

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

head–neck 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 160 � 150 6 62/98/2000 0.786 73/102

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

head–neck 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 152 � 148 4 69/113/2000 0.746 85/117

Chemical shift-encoded

DW ms-EPI

head–neck 2.0 x 2.0 x 4 116 � 102 2 72/120/2000 0.633 90/127

DW ms-EPI (SPAIR on) leg 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 160 � 150 6 62/98/2000 0.786 73/102

DW ms-EPI (SPIR on) head–neck 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 160 � 150 6 62/98/2000 0.786 73/102

DW ms-EPI (SPIR on) head–neck 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 152 � 148 4 69/113/2000 0.746 35/24

FFE mDixon head–neck 1.5 x 1.5 x 4 152 � 148 - 3.6/�/32 - 7

Abbreviations: DW, diffusion-weighted; FFE, fast field echo (gradient echo); ms-EPI, multishot echo-planar imaging; SPAIR, SPectral Attenuated Inversion

Recovery; SPIR, Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery.

*TEnav: the TE of the navigator echo.
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estimated B0 map4,30 (acquired from IDE at b = 0 s/mm2) for each CSM, using inverse conjugate phase reconstruction (CPR).46,59 Furthermore,

the reconstruction result using the “one-step” autocalibration is shown in the supporting information (S.3) for further comparison.

For the remainder of the experiments, the two-step CSM autocalibration frame was used to estimate both the B0 map and CSM. Water-fat

MUSE-based initialization was performed for all head–neck data. For leg data, the initialization of phase maps was set to zero. One water/fat sep-

aration reference approach is the IDE32 algorithm, which utilizes measured extra 2D navigators (Figure 1A) to correct for shot-to-shot phase varia-

tions. All the datasets reconstructed with the IDE algorithm were using the reconstruction parameter settings described in the original paper.32 To

show the effects of extra or self-navigation, the comparison was conducted in the leg and head–neck measurements. In addition, ADC fittings

were performed for both IDE and MSND algorithms in the head–neck data. Furthermore, the estimated B0 map was used for a final geometric

distortion correction using CPR46,59 in a postprocessing step.

3.3 | Evaluation criteria

The coefficient of variation (CoV) was employed as a quantitative measure of the image quality. This is a measure of signal intensity spread

defined as CoV¼ SD=mean, where SD and mean are the standard deviation and mean of the signal intensity calculated within each region of

interest (ROI). The evaluation was conducted on four leg datasets (6-shot, b=600 s/mm2). The ROIs were drawn manually on the water images

for five muscles in the knee scans and for four muscles in the calf scans: vastus lateralis muscle, vastus medialis muscle, semimembranosus muscle,

biceps femoris, and sartorius muscle for the knee; and medial head of gastrocnemius, soleus, tibialis posterior, and lateral head of gastrocnemius

for the calf. The assessment was performed for each of the four slices per volunteer, resulting in 20 CoVs for the knee, and 16 CoVs for the calf

scans. A comparison of CoVs between MSND and IDE was performed using the paired t-test for all calculated CoVs and a p-value of less than

0.05 was considered statistically significant. To further confirm the accuracy/improvement of the proposed approach, ADC fittings were per-

formed for both MSND and fat saturation techniques in both B0 homogeneous leg and B0 inhomogeneous head–neck regions and are illustrated

in the supporting information (S.2).

4 | RESULTS

Figure 2A shows a comparison of the MSND water/fat separation results using CSM information obtained with three different approaches, as

shown in Figure 2B. Because of the relatively large local B0 inhomogeneity, the EPI images are distorted, leading to the geometrical mismatch of

the CSMs obtained from a conventional gradient echo prescan. Such misalignment compromises the data consistency in the MSND, resulting in

artefacts in the water images. These artefacts were reduced by either using a B0 map to adapt prescan CSMs to the EPI scanning conditions, or

autocalibrating the CSM from the EPI data itself using ESPIRiT. The B0 map used in this comparison was estimated using IDE using nondiffusion-

sensitized (b = 0 s/mm2) data.

Figure 3 shows examples of the iterative evolution of DW images reconstructed with MSND compared with the water/fat separation using

the same model but ignoring shot-to-shot phase errors. The three datasets were measured in the same slice but with a different number of shots

and on different resolutions (see Table 1). The reconstructed results with zero-valued phase maps clearly show the impact of the motion-induced

shot-to-shot phase variations. In this case, the fat signals cannot be correctly removed from the water images because the shot-to-shot phase

errors disrupt the phase correlations between data acquired at different ΔTE. After initializing with water-fat MUSE and running MSND, the fat

signals were successfully separated from the DW water images on all three datasets, while also correcting the shot-specific phase variations. In

addition, the impact of using or not using water-fat MUSE as initialization can be found in the supporting information (S.4). All three reconstruc-

tions were stopped at the eighth iteration for comparison.

Figure 4 compares three reconstruction methods for data measured in four different volunteers: IDE with measured extra navigator, the pro-

posed extended model-based water/fat separation approach with measured extra navigator (no self-navigated phase estimation involved), and

the same model with self-navigation (MSND). The second reconstruction method was introduced to distinguish between the impact of the

model-based solution and self-navigation. The anatomical reference data (b = 0 s/mm2) are shown as well. The images without fat suppression

were reconstructed using a simple SENSE-based shot-combination7 of the data for one given (first) chemical shift-encoding step. The associated

water image (b = 0 s/mm2) was reconstructed by performing the proposed model-based water/fat separation without the self-navigation step

using the B0 map estimated from IDE. The artefacts present in the DW water images of the first two methods can be reduced by using self-

navigation.

Figure 5 shows the estimated phase maps obtained with MSND for the first chemical shift-encoding point (6-shot) and the corresponding

magnitude/phase of the extra navigator for comparison. It clearly shows that the artefacts marked in the data of the first volunteer in Figure 4A

are mainly caused by the shifted subcutaneous fat signals overlapping with the water signal. This leads to an ambiguous measure of the phase

information at these locations when the extra navigator is used.
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F IGURE 2 Impact of coil-sensitivity maps (CSMs) with/without calibration. (A) Diffusion-weighted water/fat images (6-shot, in-plane
resolution = 1.5 mm, b = 600 s/mm2) estimated via Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition using CSMs derived from prescan
data, from B0-based calibrated prescan data, and from autocalibrated (two-step) multishot echo-planar imaging (EPI) data itself. Some artefacts
can be seen in the water image, reconstructed with the original prescan CSM. (B) The corresponding CSMs of the three methods are shown along
with the absolute difference maps with respect to the prescan. Differences, partly marked by red arrows, are mainly caused by a mismatch
between the CSMs and the EPI images due to B0-induced geometric distortion (see the associated B0 map displayed in (A)). Such artifacts can be
avoided by using either auto- or B0-based calibration methods

F IGURE 3 Reconstruction to illustrate convergence of Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND). Three head–neck
diffusion-weighted (DW) datasets (b = 600 s/mm2) with different numbers of shots of the same slice are shown. (Left) Water and fat images
reconstructed using water-fat separation ignoring the shot-to-shot phase errors (zero-valued phase maps were used). (Middle) Water images
reconstructed with water-fat multiplexed sensitivity-encoding (MUSE), used as initialization for MSND phase maps, and water images after the
first two iterations of MSND. (Right) The water/fat images obtained with MSND after the eighth iteration. With the water-fat MUSE initialization,
the MSND algorithm can separate the fat from the water images, while correcting shot-to-shot phase errors for the multishot echo-planar
imaging data, even for large segmentation factors (6-shot)
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Figure 6 shows a statistical comparison between IDE and MSND. For all volunteers, MSND results show lower CoV than the IDE results (sta-

tistically significant, p < 0.05). This can also be observed visually in Figure 4, where some of the artifacts shown in the IDE results are absent when

using MSND.

Figure 7 shows the performance of IDE and MSND in the head–neck region of two different volunteers. The results show that MSND pro-

duces improved water-only images and better ADC maps compared with extra-navigated results.

Figure 8 finally shows that geometric distortions in the MSND results can be corrected in a postprocessing step using the estimated B0 map.

Furthermore, fat signals that cannot be suppressed by SPIR are effectively removed by chemical shift encoding using the MSND algorithm for

reconstruction.

The computation time of the self-navigation step was about 7 s (initialization + Gauss-Newton loop: 1 + 6 s) per slice for typical 4-shot data

(eight channels) using the GPU-based implementation.

5 | DISCUSSION

One of the major advantages of using chemical shift-encoding–based DWI31,32 is the ability to avoid adverse effects on the water image quality,

which is especially critical in diffusion measurements outside the brain. This is mainly caused by the failure of fat suppression techniques resulting

from strong B0 and/or B1
+ inhomogeneities25,27 due to bad shimming conditions. In contrast to spectrally selective fat saturation approaches,

23,24 chemical shift encoding can better address the multiline nature of fat and can also minimize potential magnetization transfer60 effects caused

by off-resonance irradiation in fat suppression, which helps to avoid any SNR impairment on the water line.

F IGURE 4 Comparison among three water/fat separation methods in four volunteers’ leg data (6-shot). The image-based, water/fat
decomposition approach for echo-planar imaging (IDE) and the model-based approach with extra navigator show some artefacts in the final water
images, mainly due to the unsuppressed fat signals (red arrows in volunteers 1 (A) and 3 (C)) and lower signal-to-noise ratio (green arrows in

volunteers 2 (B) and 4 (D)) of the navigator. These can be mitigated through Model-based, Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND) using
self-navigation (marked in red arrows). In the bottom row, the b = 0 s/mm2 image of the first chemical shift-encoding step using SENSE-based
shot-combination (no fat suppression), and the associated water image reconstructed using the model-based, water-fat separation are shown as
the anatomical references
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MSND is a novel algorithm proposed in this work to reconstruct chemical shift-encoded DW ms-EPI data with improved image quality. In

comparison with our previously proposed IDE32 method, the MSND algorithm does not require a measured extra navigator, improving sampling

efficiency this way, and produces better water/fat-separated DW images. This can be mainly attributed to the water/fat-resolved self-navigation

step, which provides a more reliable estimation of the physiological motion-induced shot-to-shot phase variations, while also correcting for fat-

displacement artefacts. To further confirm the impact of the self-navigation, an intermediate step using the extended model-based water/fat sep-

aration with measured extra navigator was included in Figure 4. Compared with the full MSND reconstruction, similar artefacts as IDE can be seen

in the images due to the fat signals present in the navigator data. This also illustrates the importance of the proposed water/fat-resolved self-

navigation method, as shown in Figure 5. Superior image quality of MSND compared with IDE was shown both in leg, where B0 is relatively

homogeneous but different fat compositions are encountered (subcutaneous fat and bone marrow), as well as in head–neck images, where rela-

tively large B0 inhomogeneities are present. This was supported by statistically significant improvements in CoV, as demonstrated in the leg data

in Figure 6, and also the ADC quantifications in both anatomies compared with conventional fat saturation techniques23,24 in the supporting

information (S.2).

Our presented self-navigated method overcomes the three major drawbacks of measuring extra 2D navigators for chemical shift-encoded

DWI. First, the acquisition time is prolonged. When the navigator is not measured, each shot duration time can be reduced by 30% to 35%, as

shown in Table 1. Second, the SNR of the navigator data is poor because of the long TE (larger than 100 ms). This is even more crucial for mea-

surements outside of the brain, because, for example, muscle tissues exhibit lower T2 values (around 32 ms at 3 T61). The third drawback is that

unsuppressed fat signals, present in the navigator, are shifted with respect to the water along the phase-encoding direction. These fat-related

artefacts may lead to phase ambiguities and may appear as artifacts in the associated regions of the DW image, as illustrated in Figure 4. By com-

parison, the self-navigated MSND can avoid these adverse effects, producing improved DW images, as shown in Figures 4 and 6.

In the proposed MSND algorithm, the water/fat-resolved self-navigation step is realized by starting the formulation of the extended signal

model directly from the k-space data and thereby including the fat off-resonance–related artefact sources in the model. Thus the spatial mismatch

between the fat signals in the EPI images and the CSM is automatically corrected during reconstruction. Moreover, similar to the approach of Guo

et al.,11 we assumed that each shot image has the same magnitude. This helps to better condition the inverse problem and stabilize the “water-fat

merged” phase estimation of the individual shots/chemical shift points. It is noteworthy that k-space–based water/fat separation has already

been explored in many studies,50,51,62 which allows for a more accurate correction of the fat off-resonance effects.

In self-navigation, the motion-induced phase errors are represented as shot-specific phase terms in the signal model (Equation 1). Calculating

shot-to-shot phase variations while separating water/fat images may lead to the typical water/fat swap artifacts,42 because the phase estimation

may also lead the optimization to be trapped in suboptimal local minima. Therefore, a reasonable initialization map is important to help prevent

inaccurate separation for each pixel and accelerate the convergence. In this particular case, SENSE-based water/fat separation43 was used to cal-

culate water/fat-separated shot-to-shot phase maps. However, when the number of shots increases, the estimation of the shot-wise phase maps

F IGURE 5 Comparison of extra navigators (low resolution) and self-navigated phase maps for 6-shot, diffusion-weighted, multishot echo-
planar imaging data (volunteer 1 in Figure 4, b = 600 s/mm2). The navigator amplitude/phase and the phase maps estimated by self-navigation at
one given ΔTE are shown. The extra navigator was acquired at TE=98ms showing a relatively low water amplitude compared with the fat. The
fat signals are shifted in the phase-encoding direction and are overlapping with water signals (red arrows). Some fat ghosting can be seen in the
extra navigator images (green arrow). These challenges can be resolved using Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition by
simultaneously correcting for fat off-resonance effects and shot-to-shot phase variations
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will be compromised because of the reduced conditioning. Therefore, such a water-fat MUSE algorithm may not be sufficient for use as a stand-

alone self-navigation method. Nevertheless, it can still be employed as a good initialization for the following iterative phase estimation step, as

shown in Figure 3 and in the supporting information (S.4), being especially helpful in the case of low SNR and complex anatomies (e.g., head–neck

F IGURE 6 Quantitative comparison between image-based, water/fat decomposition approach for echo-planar imaging (IDE) and Model-
based, Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND) water images (b = 600 s/mm2). (A) An example of region of interest (ROI) selections for
the knee and the calf, indicating different muscle groups for which the comparison is made. The coefficient of variation (CoV) was calculated for
each ROI and each slice. (B) CoV for IDE and MSND. All slopes connecting IDE and MSND readings are negative (although may vary because of
anatomical differences), showing improved performance by MSND. BF, biceps femoris; LG, lateral head of gastrocnemius; MG, medial head of
gastrocnemius; SA, sartorius muscle; SM, semimembranosus muscle; SOL, soleus; TP, tibialis posterior; VL, vastus lateralis muscle; VM, vastus
medialis muscle
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regions). On the other hand, in such measurements with critical SNR, denoising methods63–65 may also be needed to further improve the compu-

tational stability. This is important, especially when undersampling is considered (meaning subsampling in the phase-encoding and/or chemical

shift-encoding direction) to further increase scan efficiency, which could become a focus of future work.

In this work, there are a couple of parameters that need to be tuned, for example, stopping criteria for the Gauss-Newton loop and the inter-

nal CG loops, k-space filter size, and regularization factors of the initialization. This is a drawback of most model-based reconstruction techniques.

However, for most parameters, we found that the same values could be used for all anatomies, volunteers, and scans. An exception is the size of

the k-space window, used to enforce smoothness of the phase maps, which is tuned to a specific resolution and the window's k-space extent

must therefore be adapted for different FOVs. One of the future targets could be to automatically derive the model parameters based on a SNR

estimate of the data to further enhance the reconstruction efficiency.

In addition, calibration of the CSM has been shown to be important in this research. In addition to chemical shifts, introducing spatial mis-

match between EPI images and CSMs, geometric distortions have a similar effect. Distorted EPI images are encountered with incorrect sensitivity

in areas where B0 is not homogeneous. In this work, to better illustrate the influence of this mismatch, an experiment was set up by distorting the

CSM obtained from the prescan using the B0 map, and the result was compared with that using an undistorted CSM. As shown in Figure 2, an

additional calibration step is important to avoid the appearance of artefacts. CSM autocalibration from the EPI data itself, using ESPIRiT52/J-

SENSE43,53,56 or any other methods,66 can be more straightforward and easier to apply. In this work, except for the comparison in Figure 2, all

datasets were reconstructed with the two-step autocalibration method. The one-step autocalibration also shows its feasibility in the leg region in

S.3. However, for head–neck regions where B0 is more inhomogeneous, the use of regularization32,41,42,54 to avoid estimating local minima is

F IGURE 7 Comparison of the reconstructed image-based, water/fat decomposition approach for echo-planar imaging (IDE) and Model-based
Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND) water images in the head–neck region (two volunteers; 4-shot, diffusion-weighted
[DW] multishot echo-planar imaging data). Two regions of interest (ROIs) are selected for each volunteer in the b = 0 and b = 600 s/mm2 data
and are displayed with zoom. There is no visible difference between b = 0 s/mm2 images reconstructed with the two methods. In the b = 600 s/
mm2 case, signal loss/additional artefacts can be seen in the IDE-reconstructed DW water images (red/green arrows). MSND can avoid such
artefacts and produces improved quality water images. The consequence of this can be seen in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps
(10�3 mm2/s), where IDE shows abnormal ADC values in such artefact-present regions. The top two rows and the bottom two rows belong to
two separate volunteers
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necessary and needs further investigation. Moreover, after the whole reconstruction is done, a single postprocessing step46,59 is performed to

efficiently correct the geometric distortions of the water and/or the fat images (Figure 8). As an alternative, tilted-CAIPI enhanced PSF-EPI–based

approaches67 for DWI can also provide geometric distortion-free images with water/fat separation resolved.31 It would be interesting in the

future to combine the proposed self-navigation method with PSF-EPI acquisition.

In the proposed reconstruction pipeline, it is the aim to fully leverage all data sampled in a usual DWI scan. Therefore, the b = 0 s/mm2 data

are used to provide a reference for the DW images in different aspects (e.g., water-fat masks, calibration of CSM, estimation of B0 map). This is a

slight limitation of the current reconstruction strategy because it assumes that DW images reflect the same anatomical structure as nondiffusion

images (b = 0 s/mm2). Correction for potential bulk motion-induced16,47 mismatches or slight diffusion gradient switching-induced eddy current

effects warrant further investigation. This may also enable applications in other regions of the body (e.g., abdomen and liver DWI), where more

severe bulk motion-related issues68 occur. Notably, this work focuses more on the performance of the reconstruction. In actual clinical acquisi-

tions, for relatively B0 homogeneous regions like legs, it is not necessary to perform 6-shot scans.

As mentioned above, in this work, the B0 map is estimated using the IDE algorithm with b = 0 s/mm2 data, which is conventionally acquired

for any diffusion measurements at 3 T, to further correct geometric distortion. However, the B0 map can also be acquired by a separate pre-

scan.36,69,70 With such prior B0 information, the use of “two-point” chemical shift encoding71,72 becomes feasible to improve the scan efficiency.

Furthermore, compared with the single TE water/fat-resolved CSM estimation,43,44 the proposed pipeline with the additional chemical shift-

F IGURE 8 Effects of severe B0 inhomogeneities. The Model-based Self-Navigated water/fat Decomposition (MSND) water results of one
subject's shoulder (4-shot) at b = 0 and b = 300 s/mm2 with distortion correction as a postprocessing step are compared with MSND without
distortion correction and with Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery (SPIR). A standard gradient echo mDixon water image is shown as
the geometrical reference below, along with the B0 map for comparison. The red contour outlines the undistorted shape of the anatomy. Large
geometric distortions can be seen in the shoulder region of the images without distortion correction (marked by the red arrows). This can be
corrected during postprocessing using the estimated B0 map. Such B0 inhomogeneities can also lead to the failure of SPIR fat-suppression
(marked by the green arrow), which can be avoided using the chemical shift-encoded MSND approach. FFE, fast field echo (gradient echo)
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encoding dimension allows the MSND algorithm to jointly estimate the CSM and the B0 map from the b = 0 s/mm2 data, as shown in the

supporting information (S.3). In the current strategy, B0 estimation is not repeated for each b-value when reconstructing the DW images using the

MSND algorithm. The MSND algorithm is assumed to be able to potentially correct for slight B0 variations (e.g., caused by eddy currents when

switching the strong diffusion gradients),73,74 which could potentially be treated as a smooth phase term for each gradient direction and could be

captured by the self-navigation process. However, currently this should still be considered as speculation: future experiments will have to

confirm this.

6 | CONCLUSION

A new algorithm (MSND) is established to enable improved water/fat separation based on chemical shift-encoded DW ms-EPI, while removing

the shot-to-shot physiological motion-induced phase variations using a self-navigation approach. In vivo experiments showed that this approach

improves water-only DW images compared with other reference algorithms while increasing the DWI sampling efficiency at the same time.
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